
Trojan Covid Virus Incubation Time was Revealed< 3 to 4 months>.
From the experience of Israel and the United States, it is estimated that it will start 3 to 4
months after the maximum date of vaccination.
Urgent test and Drug cure is essential for hidden positive vaccinated !! ,2021/8/26
*you shoud employ Google translator,

The arrival time of ADE explosion has been estimated from the observation of
vaccinated countries such as Israel, the United States, or Iceland: August 23, 2009
https://indeep.jp/what-will-happen-next-winter-with-ade/

"Inoculators are spreading delta infections and vaccines are no longer functioning.":
The Washington Post publishes internal CDC material. In the future, it seems
inevitable that infection explosions between vaccinated people will become
uncontrolled in various countries around the world.Posted: August 1, 2021
https://indeep.jp/the-corona-vaccine-is-not-working-already/
For example, recent data from the CDC (American Center for Disease Control and
Prevention) show that "the majority of new infections are vaccinated," according to the
Massachusetts survey. It has been shown that 75% of new infections are those who have
been vaccinated with the corona vaccine. "

Caution author is not licensed expert on immunology,
In my past learning on elementary immunology,ADE is defined as follows.
Virus are caught by antibody(generated by vaccine) to intercept onset,however
evil virus(caused by incomplete vaccine)escape from final diposing by immune cells,but eat
and proliferate in immune cells,which is to cause their damage<cytothic→no symptom at 1st

>.Thus it is not that immune cells are not instantly killed by the Trojan virus(deceiving entry).
But the long time accumulation(incubatio period) of the damage is to cause immune system
failure at last.For an example,the period AIDS(HIV)is told several years long.Thus,
Covid incubation time is verly short.In my observation on web,antivaccine writers
recommend the DRUG=HCQ(hydroxychloroquine) and Ivermectine.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04391127
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CONCLUSION:
After all,it could be nothing,but ALL PEOPLE TESTING that could save the world.
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